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Netmark.com Named Best Reputation Management Company by topseos.com
for December 2011

topseos.com, the independent authority on Search vendors, has named Netmark.com as the best
reputation management company for December 2011.

(PRWEB) December 05, 2011 -- topseos.com, the independent authority on Search vendors, has named
Netmark.com as the best reputation management company as the result of a month-long evaluation of the best
online marketing agencies. Hundreds of online reputation management companies were considered for the
position as the best, leading to a list of the ten best companies in the industry.

Netmark.com has earned their position as the best reputation management company due to their dedication to
excellence as a top performing online marketing company offering award winning reputation management,
social media marketing, search engine optimization, conversion optimization, link building, and pay per click
management among other online marketing services. Their performance in reputation is based on a meticulous
evaluation process which delves into the business practices and the core competencies of each of the service
providers.

In comparison to other online reputation companies, Netmark.com has been found to exhibit a superior
dedication to active detection of potentially harmful public relations through maintenance and active
monitoring of search results, online news articles, and other information channels. Their response to potential
issues and assistance in assisting with the handling of online reputation management campaigns ensures that
their customers receive a first-class service.

During the evaluation process, a set of evaluation criteria was used to meticulously evaluate the service offered
to their reputation management customers. Included in the set of evaluation criteria were the following areas of
evaluation: Needs Analysis, Strategy Development, Responsiveness, Monitoring, and Reporting. The research
team uncovered proprietary competitive advantages in strategy development which lead to sound advice on
future online marketing endeavors and actions to be taken to preserve the integrity of their customers online.

In addition to the areas of evaluation, topseos.com also connected with customers of Netmark.com in order to
receive insight from individuals who have worked closely with the reputation management team. Feedback on
the services provided were positive across the board, noting strong customer support and communication
practices which assisted in uncovering any potential issues while communicating the plan of action and fast
implementation. Their internal business practices were also evaluating, citing strong core leadership and values
set by the agency to ensure the integrity of their own services.

topseos.com is confident in the internet reputation management services offered by Netmark.com to be
responsive and influential. Those looking for an online marketing company who understands the importance of
online reputation should consider Netmark.com for their online reputation management company.

ABOUT topseos.com

topseos.com is a well-known independent authority on Search vendors. Established in 2002, the goal of
topseos.com is to recognize and rank those individuals or companies providing the best online marketing
services all over the world. A specialized team of researchers examine thousands of applicants each month who
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are seeking to be ranked as a top internet marketing service provider by the independent authority. This website
is being visited daily by thousands of visitors all over the world looking for the best services available. The
website also provides various types of facilities other than the independent rankings which provide useful
information to customers and providers of online marketing services.

To learn more about service providers which offer the Best Reputation Management services visit:

http://www.topseos.com/rankings-of-best-reputation-management-companies

To learn more about the top performing reputation management agency Netmark.com visit:

http://netmark.topseos.com/
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Contact Information
Jeev Trika
topseos.com
http://www.topseos.com
1-800-874-2458

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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